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Abstract
To uncover the insight behind the data, the comprehensive
analysis is needed. Exploratory Data Analysis (EDA) is one of
practical data analysis that will guide how to reveal any
hidden information in the data. By doing EDA, any pattern and
issue in the data will be seen and eventually will lead
hypothesis. To do EDA, beside any basic statistic is needed, a
good tool to simplify the analysis is also a consideration. Python
and R as a famous programming language in data science
world provide method to implement that analysis. This paper
will show how to perform EDA by utilizing the Python and R
programming.

1.0 INTRODUCTION
Data cleaning and preparation process took almost 80% from the whole process in
statistical analysis [1]. In doing so, it needs a strategy to simplify this profoundly difficult process.
One of well known strategy is Exploratory Data Analysis (EDA) [2], [3]. EDA is very decisive
analysis in Data Science world. It is initial step [4]–[6] to thoroughly grasp the data by find out
any powerful hints such as suspected pattern [7], [8], anomaly [7], and also testing hypothesis
[9] and checking assumption [10] by using descriptive statistics and graphical tool [11], [12].
EDA is not one stop process but it is multiple process [13] until the data is increasingly clear what
is about [7]. Knowing these any disturbance or pattern in data beforehand, ultimately would
lead an actionable insight.
The main purpose of EDA is striving to derive insight from the data. To that end, EDA provide
variety of means to achieve that goal. On top of this, EDA is introduced not for statistician only
but for non statisticians can perform EDA too as the nature of EDA is seek and trial [7]. Even the
concept of EDA has been used years ago but the research about or the research utilize the
EDA concept still ever-expanding [7], [14]. Those things show how imperative the EDA.
Before EDA was introduced by Tukey [4], [13], [15], [16], Confirmatory Data Analysis (CDA)
is more well known compare to EDA. However, EDA and CDA are include in practical data
analysis [17]. Different from EDA which is to generate hypothesis as the result from the analysis,
CDA is more to test the already generated by the EDA before [7], [18], [19]. But both of them
are performed after pre-processing analysis [20]. So in this case it shows that EDA and CDA is
complementary each other [21].
There are 6 six steps to perform EDA [22]. Those are (i) Go through the attributes; (ii) Analyze
the univariate data; (iii) Grasp linkage among attributes; (iv) Observe suspected pattern such
as missing value and non-uniform value; (v) detect outlier; and (vi) feature engineering.
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i.

Go through the attribute.
Understanding the attribute on the data is very important task. By knowing the attribute
of the data for example which column is nominal, ordinal, discrete or continuous, the
type of statistical analysis that will be performed on that column can easily to be decided
[23]. In addition by going through the attribute, the data become more familiar [24].

ii.

Analyze the univariate data.
Analyze for every single variable of data to understand the form of data. For example
analyze the centrality or dispersion of data [22]. By analyzing each variable, any
suspected pattern on the data can be spotted easily. The figure 1 below showed the
classification of descriptive statistics, where it consists with central tendency and
dispersion.

iii.

Grasp linkage among attributes
Determine if each attribute have linkages between one another. The linkage is could be
correlation, covariance, and scatterplot.
Central tendency

Dispersion

Mode

Geometric Standard Deviation

Median

Range

Mean

Standard Deviation
Variance

Figure 1: The example of Central Tendency and Dispersion [25], [26]
iv. Observe suspected pattern
Suspected pattern might be missed value or any pattern that look unusual or uncommon.
Any action must be applied to the data in order it would not give any effect to the result
analysis.
v. Detect outlier
Outlier is any data point which clearly separated from other data [27]. The outlier can
influence the analysis result conclusion and as a result can generate inaccurate finding
[28].
vi. Feature engineering
Feature engineering is to prepare the raw data to be applied in machine learning model
by utilize the feature of the data [29].
There are many tools nowadays to perform EDA concept. They belong to the programming
and nonprogramming tools. Some well-known programming tools are Python and R. Those two
languages have been widely used be cutting edge programming language by researcher
and scientist to do data analysis especially EDA as their prominence in the availability tool.
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Figure 2: Technique in EDA: Descriptive and Graphical [2], [12], [16], [30]–[33]
So, in this paper will compare these two programing tools for the purpose of EDA.
2.0 TECHNIQUES IN EXPLORATORY DATA ANALYSIS
There are three types of data: (i) univariate; (ii) Bivariate; and (iii) Multivariate. Each those
type of data has a different technique to applied EDA: Descriptive Statistical and graphical
techniques [4]. The most common techniques is graphical [8], [34].
Figure 2 denote some type of analyzing and also type of graph or plot that commonly used
for performing the EDA.
Graphical
how the independent variable can affect the
Graphical in EDA means how to visualize dependent variable [38].
the data [4] in certain ways in order to get
actionable insight. From figure 2, it shows that Multivariate
every type of data has its own way to visualize
Multivariate is statistical method that can
the data even with the same way, such as like perform analytics on more than one
Univariate and Bivariate data share same relationship
outright
[39].
As
literally
type of visualization which is Histogram and multivariate data consist many variables so it
Boxplots.
become arduous to analyze [40].
Descriptive Statistics
Descriptive statistics is the process to
summarize [26] the data, be it qualitative or
quantitative [35]. It is also an analysis to assess
that the data is ready for the next analysis
[36].
Univariate
Univariate is statistical method in analyzing
the data with exclusively single or individual
variable [12], [37], for example variable height
only or variable weight only. As it is strictly
single variable so it is very simple to analyze
[34].
Bivariate
Bivariate is statistical method in analyzing
two variables [30] only, for example height
and weight or education level and salary. The
purpose of bivariate analysis is to perceive

Central tendency
The computation of centralized of data
by evaluated the scattered of data [41], [42].
Mean, median, and mode are the example
of central tendency analysis.
Dispersion
To estimate the dispersion of data [43].
The example of this kind of analysis are
variance, range, and standard deviation.
Mean
The calculation of average on the data.
Median
The middle value of data when it is arranged
from smallest to largest. The median is also
known as 50th centile or Q2 [44].
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Mode
Mode is the value that most often appears in
a set of data.

Histogram
Histogram is a graph to describe the
frequency of continues variable [43], [51].

Standard deviation
Standard deviation (SD) is measurement the
dispersion of data from the mean [31], [45].

Stem plots
Stem plots or also known as stem and leaf plot
is a graph by showing the whole data values
distribution [37], [53].

Range
Range is one of measurement for dispersion
[33] to observe the dispersion from the lowest
value to highest value in a dataset.
Variance
Variance is the distance between the single
data from the mean [46], [47]. So we could
say that the variance is the deviation of mean
squared [48].
Cross-tabulation
Cross tabulation is to perceive how two or
more categorical variable interconnected
[49], [50].
Covariance
Covariance is a type of descriptive statistics to
see the further of the interdependence of two
variables [51], [52],
Correlation
Correlation is to observe how the relationship
of two variable associated [36], [51].

Box plot
Box plot can describe either univariate or
bivariate analysis. Box plot which is very good
on spotting the outlier [51], is a graph to
describe the variable distribution and to
determinant any values that locate outside of
others common value [51] or commonly
known as outlier.
2D line plot
The graph that contain y and x axis where to
describe array value on y axis and at x axis is
equal intervals [37].
Scatterplot
The graph to visualize the relationship of two
variables [54]
Bar plot
To visualize the categorical data with bar
shape by directly proportional with value of
the data.

3.0 TOOLS FOR EDA
Python and R are most common programming tools to perform EDA [6], [7], [55]. R and
python are some of a very well known programming for data science [56]–[58].
3.1 Python
Python is one of common and famous programming language in Data Science. Even it is
built not only for data analysis, but it has powerful tool (in Python world, it is known as library) to
perform data analysis.
Some common libraries that is used to applied EDA in Python are Pandas [59]–[61], Numpy
[60], [62] and Matplotlib [63]. Pandas is a library in Python that is used for dealing and
processing the data [59], [61]. On other hand Numpy is a library to compute array based
numerical application [62]. Similarly with matplotlib, the library that is focusing on making graph
with many optional feature [63].
Beside those three library above there are also some libraries that really useful for EDA such
as Seaborn [64], [65] and Bokeh [65].
3.2 R
R is a programming language that focus on statistics and mathematics. In term of EDA,
which is belong to statistical concept, R has provided some package to deal with EDA easily.
There are some options to perform EDA in R such as using generic package or utilizing the
package that is aimed for EDA only. The generic package that is commonly used in
visualization EDA such as GGPLOT and Plotly. In other side there are some package that is built
only to perform EDA, for example SmartEDA.
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The differentiate between generic package and built-in package in exploratory data
analysis in R is by using the built-in package, it provides command to perform exploratory data
analysis to guide on the analysis, but not for generic one. In generic package, to perform EDA
is by using common command.
3.3 Non-Programming Tools
Beside the fully programming tool as mention above, there are also some non programming
tool to perform EDA such as PowerBI, Tableau, Microsoft Excel, Google Data Studio and Google
Sheet.
PowerBI is a business intelligence tool that belongs to Microsoft. Beside PowerBI, Microsoft
also has another tool for analyzing data which is Microsoft Excel. Beside those tools, Google
also has non-programming tools to perform EDA which are known as Google Data Studio and
Google Sheet. Google Data Studio and Google Sheet are an analysis tool that is run by the
cloud.
4.0 COMPARISON
Comparison between the use of Python and R in carrying out EDA is done through a case
study.
4.1 The case study
To show comparison to use Python and R for EDA, the example questionnaire survey data
made. The data contains 16 attributes and 300 respondents. So, it means this data has 16
columns and 300 rows.
The classification of those 16 attributes are age, status and weight are numerical data;
gender, status, and disease are categorical data. The Q1 until Q10 are Likert Scale data.
4.2 Using Python
a. Go through attribute.
There are two ways to go through the attribute using python: (i) describe, and (ii) head.
Both will show the attribute name.
The figure 3 below show how to go through attribute using command head in python.

Figure 3: Attribute name
b. Analyze the univariate data
The figure 4 below show how to analyze the univariate data in python. It clearly shows
that some descriptive statistic is well compute there.

Figure 4: Analyze the univariate data
c. Grasp linkage among attributes
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The figure 5 below show the visualization correlation among the attribute. In this case the
library matplotlib is used to draw the figure.

Figure 5: Correlation visualization
d. Observe suspected pattern
The figure 6 show that there is some attribute in dataset does not appropriate for next
computation. For example, the Q1 attribute is supposed to be a factor, not a numeric because
it is a likert scale.

Figure 6: Data type
e. Detect outlier
From the figure 7, it shows that there does not have any outlier on the data.
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Figure 7: Detect outlier
4.3 Using R
a. Go through attribute.
There are two ways to go through the attribute: (i) head(), and (ii) summary(). Head() will
show top six of the data include the name of the attribute data as shown on figure 8. In other
side the summary() will show more detail about the data for example the minimal value, the
maximal value, first quarter of the data, median, mean and third quarter of the.

Figure 8: head ()
From the figure 8 above we can see the dataset attribute name such as: Gender, Age,
Weight, Height, Disease, Q1, Q2, Q3, Q4, Q5, Q6, Q7, Q8. Q9 and Q10.
b. Analyze the univariate data
In this example we analyze the univariate by showing the histogram of attribute age. The
command to draw this graph is hist(dataset$attributename)

Figure 9: The histogram of attribute Age
From the figure 9 above we can see that the majority age of respondent is between 35 to
40. In the other side the age between 65 to 70 the minority age of the respondent.
c. Grasp linkage among attributes
We will see is there any relationship between the likert scale value, Q1 until Q10. From the
figure 10 shows that the dispersion of the answer from the respondent is same.
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Figure 10: Bar plot for likert scale
d. Observe suspected pattern
In step four we want to check the data type of each attribute. If the data type is
appropriate with the assign data.

Figure 11: Data type in data frame.
From the figure 11 above it shows that the data type for each attribute is appropriate as its
assign.
e. Detect outlier
To detect outlier, we use syntax boxplot in R. From the figure 12 below, it shows there is no
outlier in attribute weight.

Figure 12: Detect outlier for attribute weight
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5.0 RESULT AND DISCUSSION
5.1 Result
From the result of case study above, it shows that both Python and R programming
language can perform the EDA smoothly. This is because both of those programming
languages has provided ready-to-use syntax in their programming. For R maybe this thing is not
weird because R developed to focus on statistical analysis, so it has provided any kind tool and
syntax to support statistical analysis and no exception for EDA.
For python as a universal programming language, also has gear itself with statistical tool to
support the EDA. Even though it does not have any special built-in package to perform EDA,
as what R has, but its common package for statistical analysis is good enough to carry out EDA,
for example Pandas, Numpy and Matplotlib.
5.2 Discussion
EDA is not a fixed analysis which mean that by doing the same analysis method will guide
any insight in data. But EDA is iterative analysis where any possibility analysis must be performed
on the data until what the data is saying is fully satisfied and understandable.
Therefore, what is shows in the Case Study section above will not fully demonstrate to find
any diamond on the data. That section only want to point out that Python and R is an option
that can be used to EDA beside any other options where maybe can fully accomplish the EDA
for example by using Microsoft Excel, Tableau, or SPSS.
As a nature of EDA where the analysis should be done iteratively in order to find any insight
information in the data, using the generic package or library is a good deal on choosing any
probability that may suit to the analysis. But for the built-in package or library tied to the
reserved command or analysis that has been provided. Despite that, harnessing the built-in
package or library is good start to open idea on what the data talking about, then going deep
into data by using the generic package or library.
6.0 CONCLUSION
EDA is an analysis to find any insight in data that will lead to hypothesis. EDA is repetitive
analysis to find any information inside the data. The analysis can be done in any means without
any terms that must be obeyed. However to simplify the analysis, there are some steps [22] that
can be followed: (i) Go through attribute, (ii) Analyze the univariate data, (iii) Grasp linkage
among attributes, (iv) Observe suspected pattern, (v) Detect outlier, and (vi) Feature
engineering.
There are two type of EDA, graphical and descriptive statistics. The graphical is the way to
explore data by visualizing it. In other side, to understand the data by quantitative computation
is descriptive statistics. Python and R provide solution to perform EDA. With the complete syntax,
exploring the data with them is very easy.
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